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ABSTRACT
In recent years, educational research and developnent

has focused increased attention on ways of enhancing the
instructional value of tests. This ERIC Digest summarizes some of the
recent advances in linking instruction and assessment. Studies of
teacher effectiveness indicate how important systematic assessment of
student progress and use of test information is in making
instructional decisions. Three functions are at the heart of
integrating teaching and testing in the classroom: (1) diagnosing
student knowledge and skill level before instruction; (2) monitoring
student learning progress; and (3) providing regular feedback to
students. Item banks, developed by various regional and national
groups, facilitate linking of tests to instruction. Adaptive testing,
in which the items given to a student depend on the student's
previous performance, provides a more precise indication of where a
student stands in a learning area. Tests based on modern cognitive
theory illuminate previously hidden aspects of student thinking and
performance. Articles appearing in a number of diverse publications
discuss the need for more useful professional development programs
for teachers on testing. The ERIC data base has references on
learning, adaptive testing, teacher effectiveness, school
effectiveness, mastery learning, test item banks, and
curriculum-aligned tests. (LMO
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Trends in Inte
Testing

n recent years, educationni
research and development has
focused increased attention on ways
of enhancing the instructional value
of tests. Promising approaches to
linking instruction and assessment
Lave been identified, and new
resources supporting these
approaches have been developed.
The purpose of this paper is to
summarize some of these recent
advances,

RESEARCH ON
TEACHER AND
SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS

In the past 15 years, studies have
examined what elementary teachers
and schools do to promote high
student achievement in basic skills.
Studies of teacher effectiveness
indicate how important systematic
assessment of student progress and
use of test information is in making
instructional decisions. For exam-
ple, the Beginning Teacher Evalua-
tion Study identified six functions
effective elementary teachers consis-
tently cany out. Three of these
functionsdiagnosing student
knowledge and skill level before
instruction, monitoring student
learning progress, and pmviding
regular feedback to studentsare
the heart of integrating teaching
and testing in the classroom. The
importance of these fimetions is
confirmed by research on mastery
learningan instructional model
mphasizing diagnosis, frequent

assessment, specific feedback to

rating T aching and

students On their Jrnrflint, and
corrective instruction.

Research oi, effective schools has
focused on schools as systems,
rather than on individual class-
rooms. A consistent finding from
this research is that effective ele-
mentary schools conscientiously
monitor student progress toward
achieving the goals in the adopted
curriculum, and use test , esults to
guide instructional imprcvements.
The research further suggests an
approach to schooling bearing a
marked resemblance to a mastery
learning model, but at the school
level. Research on effective teachers
and schools provides practical mod-
els linking instruction and testing.

ITEM-BANKING
NETWORKS

If tests are to provide useful feed-
bacs on a student's learning pro-
gress, they must be closely linked to
instruction. Item banking facilitates
this matching. Various regional and
national groups have developed
banks of items and testing proce-
dures based on specific learning
goals and objectives. Item banks,
some of which are now stored on
computer discs, can be invaluable
to schools seeking to develop cur-
riculum-aligned test systems. For
example, the Northwest Evaluation
Association, a consortium of school
districts and other educational
agencies, has developed item banks
in various school subjects. Member
districts have access to these banks

as I as to workshops on various
aspects of instniction-related
assessment. The Test Center at the
Northwest Regional Education fah-
oratory maintains a large and varied
collection or tests, item banks, and
other assessment tools, loaning
them to interested schools and
agencies for review. Item banks and
related tools can help both schools
and teachers prepare tests related
to the subjects and skills taught in
classrooms.

ADVANCES IN THE
TECHNOLOGY OF
MEASUREMENT AND
INFORMATION
PROCESSING

Technological advances have led
to new tests based on an individual's
learning background and progress.
One innovation is "adaptive testing,"
in which the items given to a student
depend on the student's previous
performance. In some forms of
adaptive testing, if a student has
problems in a specific area, detailed
probes identify which component
skills are the sources of difficulty.
Adaptive tests are usually adminis-
tered on computers. They provide
a more precise picture of where a
student stands in a learning area,
and where strengths and weak-
nesses lie.

Tests are being developed that
simulate decision-making ssmations
and provide immediate feedback to
students. The tests presented to
pilot trainees by flight simulators
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art the best-known examples of this
kind or testing. The flight simulator
presents challenging situatIrms to
students based on responses to pre-
vious situations. Thls allows traitwes
to te t he consequences or their
actions, Simulation-based testing is
cominon lii medicine and is Irtsstm-
ing more common in other aras,
although there are great difficulties
in developing Pitch tests.

Technological advances have
resulted not. only in new forms of
te.q Ian in resources that help
schitols and teachers store, manage
and use test information. Several
software packages are now available
for scoring criterion-referenced tests
and teporting test results for
specific learning goals or objectives.
Stiolt technology is crucial for
schools seeking to monitor student
learning and to Wie test results as a
guide to instructional improvement.

TESTS THAT REFLECT THE
NATURE OF LEARNING

!ti the last decade, much has been
discovered about how students
learn particular subjects. This
knowledge increasingly guides the
design of tests. For example, the
Center for the Study of Reading
developed a reading test for Illinois
reflecting recent research on read-
ing comprehension. The test ques-
tions ask about aspects of reading
comprehension tests rarely

Idressed, such as the content
knowledge students brit g to reading
and the "mAacognitive" strategies
studentc ase to manage and a 'mt.
their reading behaviors. Similar
tests exist in elementary mathe-
matics. Excellent summarle-, have
been written on advances in cogni-
tive theory that will have a major
effect on designing future learning
assessments. Tests based en molern
cognitive theory will illuminate pre-
viously hidden aspects or student
thinking and performance.

IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS
ihtblicat ions as diverse its ii ie

.looroal of reacher Education and
the Journal of Educational Men-
suretwnt contain articles on the
need for more utwful professional
develtpment. programs fin' I eitchors
on Instruction-related testing, His-
torically, tenets- shication pro-
grams have -II this topic.
Fortunately ,pts ant being
made to Iiiipio teachers' ability
to link instruction and testing.
Efforts also are underway to train
school principals in implementing
"otacome-baserl" instructitnial
programs, requiring them to inter-
pret and twt on test information. A
challenge for professional training
programs will la! to demonstrate
how school principals and teachers
can bring together a variety of inno-
vations In teaching and testing. Staff
develotam nt probably will focus not
only on intovklual inntwations but
almti on ways of combining these
innovations so they support each
other.

CONCLUSION
The value mai feasibility or link-

ing instniction and testing is
becoming clearer, thanks to
research on effective teachers and
schools, the growing availability of
item banks, advances in the psychol-
ogy of learning, the technolow of
measurement and information pro-
cessing, and increased sensitivity
to staff development needs. There is
good reason to believe that testing
in the 1990s will be a partner to
teaching at;d a genuine aid to
learning.

The ERIC data base has refer-
ences on learning, adaptive testing,
eacher effectiveness, school effec-

tiveness, mastery learning, test item
banks, and curriculum-aligned tests.
Contact our User Services coordina-
tor to find out more about using
ERIC. Glen Fielding

Teaching Research Division
Oregon State Stem of
Higher Education, 1987
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